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Abstract
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dictator, worse for the receiver) and another where it is equivalent to the direct choice
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Machiavelli (1532): “Princes should delegate to others the enactment of unpopular measures

and keep in their own hands the means of winning favors”

1 Introduction

Delegation to agents is pervasive in economic interactions. Production decisions can be out-

sourced to delegates. Intermediaries can be hired as delegates in employment and professional

services. Delegated decisions often have moral overtones that are potentially central to the

delegation decision. For example, corrupt agents may be hired to do the bidding of compa-

nies who seek to distance themselves from the agents’ decisions (Cullen, 2008). Considering

potential moral implications, why might delegation occur and what are its effects?

A large literature in industrial organization identifies explanations for agency relation-

ships driven by agents’ specialized knowledge and/or strategic benefits of delegation (e.g.,

see Bolton & Dewatripont, 2005). An experimental literature shows that delegation can shift

the blame for outcomes harmful to others (Bartling & Fischbacher, 2012; Coffman, 2010;

Fershtman & Gneezy, 2001; Oexl & Grossman, 2013). Even absent prospects for blame,

principal-agent relationships can attenuate preferences for helping others at one’s own ex-

pense (Hamman, Loewenstein & Weber, 2010) by creating moral wiggle room (Dana, Weber

& Kuang, 2007). Reducing other-regarding preferences – and thereby promoting more selfish

outcomes – can motivate a delegated vs. direct decision. However, recent research documents

a prevailing preference for retaining decision rights rather than delegating them (Feher, Herz

& Wilkening, 2013; Bartling, Fehr & Herz, 2014; Owens, Grossman & Fackler, 2014).

An added consideration is suggested by Machiavelli’s (1532) dictum – that principals

should delegate decisions that are harmful to others and not delegate decisions that are

beneficial to others. The dictum is motivated by a desire to avoid blame (by delegating) or

to attract credit (by retaining decision responsibility), as stressed and studied in Bartling &

Fischbacher (2012). However, even without any scope for blame or credit, individuals may

have a preference for a delegated (vs. direct) decision when another person is harmed by

the decision, and vice versa if another person is benefited – what we call “Machiavelli prefer-
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ences.” If such preferences prevail, delegation will occur primarily to advance self-interested

outcomes: In order to create a market for delegation services, delegates will promote the

other-harming behavior that attracts clients, precisely as found in Hamman, Loewenstein &

Weber (2010).

Our objective in this paper is to test for Machiavelli-type preferences in experimental

dictator games that contain a delegation option but with no scope for blame or credit from

others. In a dictator game, each dictator chooses an allocation of money between him or

herself and another person. In our case, there are two potential allocations, one of which is

more selfish (giving the dictator more money) and the other more generous (giving the other

person an equal amount of money). The dictator can opt to implement the decision of another

player (a random delegate) or choose directly between the two allocations. The delegation

option is either equivalent to a selfish decision (the DEL-SELF treatment) or equivalent to

a generous decision (the DEL-GEN treatment), where the equivalence is determined by a

probabilistic correspondence in payments to the players. The question is whether dictators

delegate more often when a delegated choice mimics a selfish decision vs. when it mimics a

generous one.

2 Related Literature and the Role of Responsibility

Because we focus on delegation when there is no scope for punishment or blame, we sidestep

the literature on how delegation alters blame and resulting incentives for generosity, notably

including Fershtman & Gneezy (2001), Coffman (2011), Bartling & Fischbacher (2012), and

Oexl & Grossman (2013). Absent scope for blame, results from the literature most closely

related to the present study might be organized in three sets:

Result 1. By distancing a person from a decision that can be relatively more selfish or

relatively more virtuous, delegation can attenuate a preference for a generous (vs. selfish)

outcome. There are a variety of potential mechanisms for creating moral wiggle room that

excuses selfish behavior, as first identified by Dana, Weber & Kuang (2007).1 Most rele-

1Examples include group decision-making (Charness & Sutter, 2012), ignorance (Grossman, 2015), hiding
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vant here is the key Hamman, Loewenstein & Weber (2010) study on how principal-agent

relationships promote selfish choices, whether by agents acting more selfishly on behalf of

principals than the principals would do if choosing for themselves, or by the principals choos-

ing to switch away from agents who are generous on their behalf. Their results suggest a

norm of selfish (principal-favoring) conduct by agents. We interpret this norm as evidence

that delegation creates moral wiggle room.2

Result 2. Separate from preferences over allocations, there tends to be a net preference

for retaining decision rights; direct decisions are preferred over equivalent delegated ones.

Bartling, Fehr & Herz (2014), Fehr, Herz & Wilkening (2013), and Owens, Grossman &

Fackler (2014) identify the positive value subjects place on autonomy, freedom, and self-

decision. Charness et al. (2012) identify benefits of ceding control to workers in a firm,

consistent with the hidden costs of control found in Falk & Kosfeld (2006).

Result 3. Subjects are often willing to pay to avoid having to make a morally fraught

allocation decision (Dana, Cain & Dawes, 2006). Della Vigna, List & Malmendier (2012)

find that potential donors avoid solicitors in order to opt out of a donation decision. Lazear,

Malmendier & Weber (2012) find that those opting out of dictator games are almost entirely

dictators who, due to shame or guilt, would be generous if forced to make an allocation

decision. Delegation is a potential strategy to opt out of a dictator decision. In an earlier

paper (Gawn & Innes, 2019a), we find that dictators choosing to delegate are almost entirely

those who would otherwise be generous.

The literature implies a tension between attenuation benefits of delegation (Result 1) and

costs of delegation in lost decision rights (Result 2) that leads some dictators to delegate and

others not. With “more” of a social preference to attenuate, dictators who would otherwise

be generous enjoy larger net benefits of delegation relative to those who would otherwise be

behind nature (Andreoni & Bernheim, 2009), ambiguity (Haisley & Weber, 2010) risk (Exley, 2016), a pre-
existing pro-social reputation (Exley, 2018), use of advisers (Coffman & Gotthard-Real, 2019), and less-than-
perfect charity performance metrics (Exley, 2020).

2See also related evidence that delegation reduces lie aversion (Gawn & Innes, 2019b), charitable giving
(Coffman, 2017), and corruption-avoidance (Drugov, Hamman & Serra, 2014). A recent paper by Collins,
Hamman & Lightle (2018) shows that commoditizing the decision right dramatically reduces the social
preference for generosity.
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selfish (Result 3).

In prior literature, when a dictator who would otherwise be generous decides to delegate,

the delegation increases the likelihood of the selfish outcome. In principle, this property

does not affect the logic of either Result 1 or Result 2. However, if there are Machiavelli

preferences, this property is crucial because a delegated decision is bad news for the receiver.

What if, instead, delegation by the generous has no effect on the likelihood of the selfish

outcome and, for the selfish, delegation increases the likelihood of the generous outcome?

This is the generous delegation treatment that we consider in this paper. In this treatment,

the decision subject to delegation is good news for the receiver. Although the same tension

persists between the cost of delegation in sacrificing decision rights (Result 2) and the benefit

in attenuating virtuous preferences (Result 1), Machiavelli preferences imply a completely

different decision environment; the net benefit of retaining decision rights is greater because

the decision is good news. These are the preference effects that we investigate in this paper,

how the choice to delegate is affected by whether the decision is good or bad news. Because

Result 1 attenuation effects (c.f., Hamman, Loewenstein & Weber, 2010) equally motivate

delegation in both of our treatments, our experiment permits us to pinpoint an alternate

Machiavelli preference mechanism for delegation decisions.

Responsibility attribution is central to Machiavelli preferences. Whether others are at-

tributing responsibility for choices (as in Bartling & Fischbacher, 2012; Andreoni & Bern-

heim, 2009) or individual decision-makers are ascribing responsibility to themselves, delega-

tion can reduce the inference of responsibility for outcomes. In our case, it is the internal

mechanisms at work, those highlighted in recent theories of self-signaling and self-inference

about social identity (Grossman & van der Weele, 2017; Gneezy, Kajackaite & Sobel, 2018;

Dufwenberg & Dufwenberg, 2018). If delegation distances oneself from a virtuous decision

(as in our generous delegation treatment), then self-image of a virtuous social identity is

reduced by a delegated (vs. direct) decision. In contrast, if delegation distances oneself from

a selfish decision (as in our selfish delegation treatment), then self-image is improved by the

attenuation of responsibility achieved with delegation.
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Steffel, Williams & Perrmann-Graham (2016) also stress the importance of responsibility

and blame for delegation behavior. Steffel et al. (2016) study hypothetical decisions that

could affect one person, either their survey respondent or someone else. They find that

respondents prefer not to be a delegate / decider when the choice alternatives are unattractive

(vs. attractive) and affect another person (vs. the respondent herself). Studies of delegation

in experimental dictator games (like ours and related economics literature) instead consider

delegation to a third player when there are between-person tradeoffs.

3 The Experiment

We consider a dictator experiment in which there are two payment possibilities for a dic-

tator and his/her anonymous and passive receiver. Baseline payments (the “generous” al-

location) are $3 to each of the two players. Alternatively, a “selfish” payment change can

be made, adding $2 to the dictator’s payment, subtracting $2 from the receiver’s payment,

and thereby producing a ($5,$1) split. The dictator makes a decision that is used to de-

termine which payment allocation is implemented. We use a generous benchmark (the

baseline equal split) because prior work documents a preference for delegation primarily by

the otherwise-generous (Gawn & Innes, 2019a); the generous benchmark, by potentially pro-

moting otherwise-generous behavior, offers more scope for variation in delegation behavior

across treatments.

The experiment is designed to meet three objectives with the simplest possible design and

instructions: (i) provide dictators with a choice between a direct decision on payments and

a delegated decision that implements the allocation chosen by another dictator, (ii) control

for payoff effects of the direct-vs.-delegate choice so that the choice reflects only relative

preferences for delegation, not preferences over payments, and (iii) compare treatments in

which a direct “generous” – vs., respectively, “selfish” – allocation choice mimics the payoff

profile of the delegation option. The comparison in (iii) enables inferences about how the

preference for delegation, vs. a payoff-equivalent direct decision, is affected by whether the

equivalent decision is favorable to the other player (good news, when the payoff-equivalent
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decision is generous) vs. unfavorable (bad news, when the equivalent decision is selfish).

The starting point for the experiment’s design is a set of control treatments, without pun-

ishment/blame, presented by Bartling & Fischbacher (2012). Their controls satisfy property

(i) above, with two possible payment profiles (generous and selfish) and two treatments,

one with a delegation option and another with no delegation option. Without delegation,

the dictator chooses a payment allocation (generous or selfish) and the chosen allocation

is implemented. For a dictator who prefers the “selfish” payments, a potential benefit of

delegating — by implementing the decision of another player — is the implied reduction in

self-ascribed responsibility for a selfish choice, our interest in the present paper. However,

there are two offsetting costs: the lost benefit of a direct decision due to a preference for

retaining decision rights (c.f., Bartling et al., 2014) and a reduced probability of the preferred

selfish allocation.

Gawn and Innes (2019a) control for the second effect – satisfying property (ii) – by

structuring direct selfish payoffs that mimic payoffs under delegation. This is done by imple-

menting a direct selfish decision with the same probability as when the allocation decision is

delegated. As a result, a direct selfish decision is payoff-equivalent to a delegated decision.

We follow this approach in the present experiment. The difference is that we conduct a third

treatment, to satisfy property (iii), in which delegation is payoff-equivalent to direct choice

of the generous option (DEL-GEN), rather than the selfish option (DEL-SELF).

The design is as follows: Dictators are in the role of player A and receivers (in a different

classroom) are in the role of player C. Players A and C are randomly and anonymously

matched with two other students, players B and D, who are in a similar situation but in

different classrooms than A and C. Players B and D also get a base payment of $3 each, and

player B decides whether to make the payment change, so that B earns $2 more and D earns

$2 less. The experimenter calculates the percentage of all “player B’s” who choose to make

the payment change (vs. not) in the matched player B’s classroom. We call this percentage

Q. The B players participate in a parallel dictator game with no delegation option – the DIC

experiment described in the text below.
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In the first experimental treatment (DEL-SELF), player A has three options:

Option 1: Choose to MAKE the payment change directly ($2 more for player A and $2

less for player C). In this case, the payment change is implemented for players A and C with

probability Q.

Option 2: DO NOT make the payment change. In this case, the initial ($3 each) allocation

is implemented with probability one.

Option 3: Implement PLAYER B’s decision. In this case, if the matched player B chooses

to make the payment change for himself/herself and his/her player D, then the payment

change is made for players A and C as well. Likewise, if the matched player B chooses not

to make the change, then player A and player C receive the initial allocation of $3 each.

Options 1 and 3 produce an identical payment distribution for players A and C that

includes the selfish ($5,$1) allocation with probability Q and the initial allocation of $3 each

with probability (1-Q). Here, delegation is completely equivalent, in payoff terms, to a direct

selfish decision.

In the second treatment (DEL-GEN), player A again has three options. The only dif-

ference is that option 1 implements the selfish allocation with probability one (rather than

probability Q), and option 2 implements the initial equal-split allocation with probability

(1-Q) (rather than probability one). Here, the direct generous option 2 and the delegation

option 3 produce an identical payment distribution for players A and C; both produce the

payment change ($5/$1) allocation with probability Q and the baseline generous payments

($3 each) with probability (1-Q). Delegation in this case is completely equivalent, in payoff

terms, to a direct generous decision.

A third treatment (DIC) is a pure dictator game – the same game in which the B players

participate. This treatment follows the DEL-SELF design except there is no delegation

option 3; dictators choose between option 1 (changing payments with probability Q) and

option 2 (keeping the initial equal split with probability one).
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Table 1 summarizes the payment probabilities under the different options for the two

main treatments and the DIC controls. We distinquish between: (1) allocations that are

either “selfish” ($5,$1) or “generous” ($3 each); options that implement the allocations with

defined probabilities and are by direct choice or delegated, either “direct selfish” (option 1),

“direct generous” (option 2), or “delegation” (option 3); and treatments that vary the option

probabilities so that the delegation option is payoff-equivalent to either a “direct selfish”

decision (DEL-SELF) or a “direct generous” decision (DEL-GEN).

All three treatments are implemented in each classroom of the experiment. Matched

B players (and associated Q probabilities) are taken from a prior experiment that follows

the DIC design (Gawn & Innes, 2019a).3 Experimental instructions make clear that the Q

probability is determined from a dictator game in a different classroom — the same other

classroom from which the matched B player is selected for the two main (DEL-SELF and

DEL-GEN) treatments. There are no cross-treatment differences in how Q is determined; for

all treatments in any given classroom (DEL-SELF, DEL-GEN, and DIC), the Q probability is

determined from prior DIC behavior in exactly the same other classroom. The Q probability

for A players is determined by the proportion of B players choosing the “direct selfish”

option, not the proportion of “selfish” allocations actually implemented for the player B’s. 4

To avoid biasing perceived norms, Q probabilities are not announced to the A players, but

rather illustrated in identical instructions across treatments that read: “For example, if half

of the player B’s choose to make the payment change, and half do not, then Q will be 50

percent.” The 50 percent illustration is meant both to avoid a norm in any one direction

and to illustrate that both option decisions are made by other dictators.

The B players are not told anything about matched dictators in other classrooms and do

not know that their choices have the potential to affect allocations of players A and C. Each

3Mean Q from Gawn & Innes (2019a) is 42.7 percent. Q varies across the five B player classrooms from
a low of 29 percent to a high of 56 percent, with a lower division average (three courses) of 40.2 percent and
an upper division average (two courses) of 50 percent.

4The implementation of allocations for the B players depends upon a “parallel Q” for them. However,
the player B inferences of their “parallel Q’s” are not relevant to A player decisions. All that matters for
A players are player B option choices, which depend only on player B allocation preferences. The A player
instructions describe this structure with a simple illustration of how Q is calculated (see instruction language
in text).
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player A is told that their decision does not affect players B and D in any way.

Other design features include the following. To avoid any experimenter demand effects,

dictators are not told anything about the purpose of the experiment or its design. The option

order is randomly varied in the experiment. Audience effects are avoided by informing A

and B dictators that their C and D receivers (respectively) know nothing about payoffs or

decisions. For example, the A dictators know that their receivers are not told whether a

decision has been delegated or, indeed, what allocation alternatives are available and which

one has been selected.5 The matched receivers are anonymous players in other classrooms

who only know that someone else makes a decision that determines payments.6

Sample experimental instructions are provided in the Appendix. Instructions are writ-

ten to be as simple and clear as possible, on a single page with the dictator options (and

probabilities) highlighted immediately before / above the decision section where the dictator

circles his/her chosen option.

In this experiment, we interpret “delegation” to mean the implementation of a specific

other person’s decision (our B delegate), as in (for example) Bartling & Fischbacher (2012).

Following Gawn & Innes (2019a), the direct choice that we argue is mimicking the delegation

choice is one that has exactly the same probability distribution for payments as does the

delegation option, but is implemented by a random device, not a specific matched person

(player B).

This distinction is similar to that made in a series of papers by Amione & Houser (2011,

2012, 2013) where trust behavior is compared between treatments that implement the deci-

sion, respectively, of a specific (randomly selected) matched trustee and the decision outcome

selected by a random device that chooses with the same probabilities as does the random

matched trustee. Amione & Houser (2012) find that this subtle difference in structure has a

profound impact on trust behavior; the specific matched trustee treatment permits betrayal

5The instructions to A players (similar to B players) state: “You know what the options are, but your
player C DOES NOT. Player C only knows that someone else will make a choice that determines payments
to both of you.”

6The receivers also participate in an unrelated experiment. As a result, final receiver payments do not
indicate the precise payment from the present experiment.
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that deters trust (Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004). For our purposes, the important lesson from

Amione & Houser (2011, 2012, 2013) is that the implementation of a decision via a random

device vs. a random person can be important, although the reasons are different here. Unlike

these studies, there is no potential for betrayal in our framework as there are no responses

from other players. Instead, the specific matched player is a delegate and we are interested

in how the choice to delegate (vs. choose directly via a random device) is affected by a

potential desire to cede self-ascribed responsibility to a specific person. Here, “moral wiggle

room” (Dana et al., 2007) is not created solely by complexity or distance, but rather by

distancing via another person who can bear responsibility.7

4 Hypotheses

The main hypothesis is the Machiavelli conjecture:

Hypothesis 1 (H1) (Machiavelli). The propensity to delegate is higher when delegation is

selfish (treatment DEL-SELF) than when it is generous (treatment DEL-GEN).

Three checks speak specifically to the Machiavelli preference explanation for H1 – viz,

that there is a distinct preference for delegating selfish (vs. generous) decisions. First,

perhaps there could be more delegation under the selfish (DEL-SELF) treatment because

more people prefer the selfish allocation to begin with. The following hypothesis addresses

this conjecture by focusing on shares of subjects.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The propensity to delegate among those preferring selfish in DEL-SELF

(either directly or with a delegated decision) is higher than the propensity to delegate for

those preferring generous in DEL-GEN (again either directly or with delegation).

H2, if true, implies that H1 could not simply be due to a preponderance of selfish-preferring

dictators (the potential delegators in DEL-SELF) vs. generous-preferring dictators (the

potential delegators in DEL-GEN).

Second, more subjects might delegate in DEL-SELF due to a stronger preference for

7We are indebted to an anonymous referee for articulating this point.
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delegation among the selfish. Evidence for or against this preference distribution effect can

be obtained by measuring who is delegating proportionately more in DEL-SELF – those who

would otherwise be selfish or, alternately, generous. The following hypothesis, if valid, rules

out this explanation for H1:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). In DEL-SELF, the share of the otherwise-selfish who prefer to delegate

is not larger than the share of the otherwise-generous who prefer to delegate.

Third, we construct a strong test of Machiavelli by examining an implication of treatment-

invariant preferences for delegation that must hold if there is not a Machiavelli preference

effect. The test is strong in the sense that the implication may also hold under Machiavelli

but can be violated if the Machiavelli preference effect is sufficiently large. A complete

derivation of the test / implication is provided in the Appendix.

Hypothesis 4 (H4) (NOT Machiavelli). Delegation preferences are treatment-invariant, im-

plying a (weakly) higher probability of a direct generous (option 2) choice under DEL-SELF

than DEL-GEN.

The null hypothesis for H4 is a zero difference in the probability of the direct generous

choice (DEL-SELF minus DEL-GEN) vs. the one-sided alternative of a negative difference,

consistent with Machiavelli. H4 results from the following logic.

Preferences can be defined along two dimensions (see Figure 1): (1) preferences over

allocations U (some preferring selfish and some preferring generous) and (2) preferences over

delegation d (some preferring direct decisions, as implied by the decision rights literature,

and others preferring delegation). If there is no Machiavelli effect, then the two-dimensional

preference distribution does not depend upon the treatment, DEL-SELF vs. DEL-GEN. In

contrast, Machiavelli logic implies that preferences for delegation are “higher” – i.e., shifted

up – under DEL-SELF. 8

8The delegation preferences d include attenuation benefits (c.f., the Hamman et al. (2010) Result 1 of
Section 2). A subtle issue arises in interpreting these benefits. (We thank a referee for raising this issue.) If
they depend upon Q (see Appendix for discussion), then d will also depend upon Q. The logic we describe
here for H4 survives if either of the following is true: (1) Hamman et al. (2010) attenuation results from a
generalized reduction in guilt from allowing a selfish allocation to occur, so that d does not vary with Q, or
(2) if, alternately, attenuation only occurs when a selfish allocation is actually implemented (so that d rises
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Consider choices of the direct generous option 2. Under the DEL-SELF treatment, the

generous allocation is only implemented with probability 1 − Q under delegation, but with

probability one under a direct option 2 decision. Therefore, some subjects with a sufficiently

strong preference for the generous allocation will opt for option 2, rather than the delegated

option 3, even though they have a positive preference for delegation (d > 0); these are the

subjects with preferences in area E of Figure 1; for them, option 2 is advantageous because

it delivers the preferred generous allocation with higher probability. The same is not true

in treatment DEL-GEN, where the generous allocation is implemented with probability

1 −Q under either a delegated or direct generous option choice. In DEL-GEN, any positive

preference for delegation (d > 0) leads generous subjects (U < 0) to choose the payoff-

equivalent delegated option 3; “area E subjects” prefer to delegate. By this logic, a direct

generous option choice has a higher probability in the DEL-SELF treatment so long as

preferences are treatment-invariant (H4). Only if the distribution of allocation / delegation

(U/d) preferences depends upon the treatment can DEL-SELF produce a lower probability

of a direct generous decision. Under Machiavelli logic, the preference for delegation is shifted

upward under DEL-SELF, reducing the propensity for a direct generous decision and thereby

explaining any violation of H4.

A final hypothesis concerns the extent to which dictators choose to delegate or not in the

two treatments. In DEL-SELF, there are competing forces: Machiavelli preferences favor

delegation (as the delegated decision is bad for others) and the desire to retain decision rights

favors a direct decision (Bartling et al., 2014; Fehr et al, 2013; and Owens et al., 2014). In

DEL-GEN, however, both effects favor the direct generous decision over a delegated one.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). (A) In the selfish delegation treatment DEL-SELF, the propensity to

delegate is higher, lower or the same as the propensity to choose the payoff-equivalent di-

rect selfish option. (B) In the generous delegation treatment DEL-GEN, the propensity to

delegate is lower than the propensity to choose the payoff-equivalent direct generous option.

with Q), then we implicitly assume that the distribution of Q beliefs does not vary with treatment. The
latter premise is supported by instructions describing player B decisions and the construction of Q that are
identical across treatments. In fact, there are no cross-treatment differences in actual player B decisions.
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5 Logistics

The dictator side of the experiment is conducted in three economics classes at U.C, Merced.

92 students are enrolled in the two main treatments, 44 in treatment DEL-SELF and 48 in

treatment DEL-GEN. The parallel dictator game (DIC) is run with 48 additional students.

Matched receivers are in two additional courses.

Participation is purely voluntary and has no bearing on course assessment, both of which

are indicated to the students before the experiment begins. Participants are instructed not

to communicate with each other and are carefully monitored to ensure privacy. Participant

decisions are made with complete anonymity. Anonymity is stressed both verbally and in

written instructions. Each student is identified for payment by a registration number in-

dicated on both the experimental questionnaire and an attached tag. One week after the

experiment is completed, each student presents his or her tag to the experimenter for pay-

ment; the dollar cash payment is contained in a closed envelope identified by the registration

number so that the experimenter cannot observe who is being paid what. In addition, to

avoid any potential concerns for dollar costs to the experimenters or a desire to “please”, we

convey verbally to the students that we are interested in their decisions for our research and

that they should make the decisions that they prefer under the indicated circumstances.

Treatments are randomly assigned by mixing of questionnaires. There is minor variation

in the gender composition in the two main treatments. Overall, 53.5 percent of the sample is

male, 56.8 percent in the DEL-SELF treatment and 47.9 percent in DEL-GEN; the z-statistic

for the difference equals 0.85. 54.2 percent of the DIC sample is male.

6 Results

Figure 2 and Table 2 describe the raw results from the experiment. Both indicate the

proportion of dictators who choose each of the three available options (the direct selfish

option 1, direct generous option 2, and delegation option 3) in the two treatments, DEL-

SELF and DEL-GEN respectively. Table 3 presents regressions that estimate treatment
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effects (DEL-SELF vs. DEL-GEN) on the propensity to delegate (Hypothesis 1, H1) and

to choose the direct generous option 2 (Hypothesis 4, H4) when controlling for gender and

course effects. In the control DIC treatment, 41.7 percent of dictators choose the selfish

option and 58.3 percent choose the generous option, closely paralleling similar outcomes in

Gawn & Innes (2019a).

In the selfish delegation treatment DEL-SELF, 29.5 percent of dictators delegate, com-

pared with 10.4 percent in the generous delegation treatment DEL-GEN. The 19.1 percent-

age point difference is statistically significant (z=2.30) and consistent with the Machiavelli

conjecture (H1).9 In the regressions (Table 3, panel A), the estimated magnitude and sig-

nificance of the DEL-SELF (vs. DEL-GEN) treatment effect is very close to that found

in the raw proportions data. A male gender is estimated to promote both delegation and

selfishness, but not to a statistically significant extent.

One explanation for the higher delegation rate in DEL-SELF could be that, in DEL-

GEN, the direct selfish option 1 is more attractive due to a higher probability that the

selfish allocation is actually implemented (probability one in DEL-GEN vs. probability Q in

DEL-SELF).10 The results do not provide statistical evidence of this effect, as the proportion

of dictators choosing direct selfish is only marginally higher in DEL-GEN (see Table 2 and

Figure 2). This direction of effect is also consistent with Machiavelli logic as an upward

shift in preferences for delegation under DEL-SELF reduces the propensity to make a direct

selfish decision.

Three other pieces of evidence indicate that the support we find for the Machiavelli

Hypothesis 1 is due to a preference effect. First, to determine whether the result is due to

a level effect – a greater extent of selfishness in DEL-SELF vs. generosity in DEL-GEN –

we can compare the proportion of those who delegate an equivalent decision in the DEL-

9z statistics for cross-treatment differences in Table 2 are normalized Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon ranked
sum U values. Parametric difference-in-mean analogs are similar.

10We are grateful to an anonymous referee for making this point. In Figure 1, this effect is illustrated
by area B preferences that produce a direct selfish decision under DEL-GEN, but not under DEL-SELF,
precisely due to the different probabilities. However, as indicated in the text, this effect is also consistent with
Machiavelli logic and, as a result, does not provide an opportunity to test for treatment-invariant preferences
against an alternative hypothesis of Machiavelli preferences.
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SELF treatment (43.3% of 30 selfish dictators) and in the DEL-GEN treatment (18.5% of

27 generous dictators). Consistent with Hypothesis 2, the difference is large (24.8%) and

we reject the null hypothesis that the propensity for delegation by the selfish in DEL-SELF

equals the propensity for delegation by the generous in DEL-GEN. The corresponding test

statistic is statistically significant (z=1.985, see Appendix).11 H1 cannot be explained by a

higher propensity for selfishness in our experiment.

Second, is evidence for H1 due to a greater preference for delegation by the selfish vs.

the generous – a preference correlation, rather than a Machiavelli effect? In an earlier paper

(Gawn & Innes, 2019a), we find the opposite, that it is dictators who would otherwise

be generous (without a delegation option) who tend to delegate selfish decisions and not

those who would otherwise be selfish. To address this issue in the context of the present

experiment, we compare DEL-SELF decisions to the parallel dictator game DIC. Consistent

with Hypothesis 3, we estimate a smaller share of the otherwise-selfish who prefer to delegate

– 7.3% (3.0% out of the 41.7% selfish from DIC) – as we do for the otherwise-generous –

45.4% (26.5% out of the 58.3% generous from DIC).12 We do not find evidence that H1 is

explained by a greater propensity for delegation by the selfish.

Third, we can perform a direct test of context-invariant preferences (H4). Contrary to

H4, the difference between the proportion of dictators choosing the direct generous option

in DEL-SELF vs. DEL-GEN is a negative fourteen percent. The test statistic for rejection

of H4 (a one-sided test by construction) is significant at a ten percent level; p values for the

test statistic vary from 0.066 to 0.086, depending upon controls (Tables 2 and 3). We reject

a necessary implication of no Machiavelli preference effect.

11In the Appendix, we construct the z statistic for the null hypothesis that the relevant ratio of population
propensities – the propensity for delegation as a share of the total propensity for a selfish (respectively,
generous) choice in DEL-SELF (DEL-GEN) – is equal in the two treatments, contrary to H2. Note that the
test does not evaluate the two self-selected samples described in the text (selfish in DEL-SELF and generous
in DEL-GEN), although the latter provide suggestive evidence.

12The delegating selfish proportion (3.0%) is estimated by the difference between the proportion selfish in
DIC (41.7%) and the proportion directly selfish in DEL-SELF (38.6%). The delegating generous proportion
(26.5%) is estimated by the difference between the proportion generous in DIC (58.3%) and the proportion
directly generous in DEL-SELF (31.8%). The cross-treatment difference in shares delegating is large (38.1%=
45.4% - 7.3%), although a z statistic for the null hypothesis of a zero difference (approximately standard
Normal using standard logic, see Appendix) is insignificant (z=1.144).
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Finally, the experiment gives results consistent with Hypothesis 5. In the DEL-SELF

treatment, the propensity for delegation is less than for the equivalent direct selfish choice

(by a statistically insignificant 9.1 percent). An intrinsic preference for direct decision making

deters delegation, dominating any Machiavelli preference for delegating the selfish / bad news

decision. However, in the DEL-GEN treatment, direct decision making is strictly preferred,

with a propensity to delegate that is 35.4 percentage points less than the propensity to choose

the payoff-equivalent direct generous option 2 (z=3.258).13 Consistent with Hypothesis 5(B),

both Machiavelli logic and an intrinsic preference for direct decision-making combine to

produce a greater extent of direct (vs. delegated) generous decisions in the DEL-GEN

treatment.

7 Conclusion

We present a dictator experiment in which dictators have an option to delegate their decision

to another player. In one treatment, a delegated decision is payoff-equivalent to the direct

choice of selfish payments that favor the dictator and are correspondingly bad for the receiver.

In the other treatment, a delegated decision is payoff-equivalent to the direct choice of

generous payments that are good for the receiver. Machiavelli’s (1532) famous conjecture

is that delegation will be favored when the decision is bad news for others, while direct

decisions will be favored when the decision is good news for others. Although this conjecture

is generally motivated by the prospect for blame from the receiver (Bartling & Fischbacher,

2012), we are interested in whether primitive preferences for delegation are affected in the

same way even when there is no prospect for blame or credit from others.

Our experiment provides evidence in support of the conjecture; the propensity to delegate

is almost 20 percentage points higher when delegation mimics a selfish decision vs. when it

mimics a generous one. We provide evidence that this result is attributable to a preference

effect: A payoff-equivalent delegated (vs. direct) decision is relatively more preferred when

the equivalent decision is disadvantageous for the receiver than when it is advantageous.

13The z statistic for the within-treatment difference is a normalized value for the one sample Wilcoxon
signed rank test.
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In confirming a “Machiavelli preference effect,” our results highlight the role of respon-

sibility attribution in driving delegation behavior. Bartling & Fischbacher (2012) show that

a measure of a person’s responsibility for a decision better explains punishment behavior

of others at the receiving end than do measures of outcome-based or intention-based social

preferences. How others respond to our actions depends upon how responsible they think

we are for those actions (see also Engl, 2018). Because delegation reduces the extent to

which others assign responsibility to a dictator for the ultimate decision, delegating selfish

decisions reduces punishment and is favored for dictators.

In the experiment presented here, delegation does not provide any signal to others about

one’s moral type; there is simply no scope for punishment or response or any inference

by others based on a dictator’s allocation or delegation decision. Nevertheless, delegation

can reduce one’s own sense of responsibility for a morally virtuous or selfish decision and

thereby attenuate any self-signal about social identity (Grossman & van der Weele, 2017;

Gneezy, Kajackaite & Sobel, 2018; Dufwenberg & Dufwenberg, 2018). This logic, we believe,

underpins the evidence we find for the Machiavelli conjecture. Delegation is disadvantageous

when it attenuates self-attributed responsibility for a generous decision and is advantageous

when it attenuates responsibility for a selfish decision.

We began the paper by noting two competing forces underpinning a principal’s choice to

delegate an allocation decision. On one hand, delegation reduces any preference for generosity

by creating moral wiggle room (Hamman, Loewenstein & Weber, 2010; Dana, Weber &

Kuang, 2007). On the other hand, recent research documents a prevailing preference for

retaining decision rights – deterring a delegation decision (Bartling, Fehr & Herz, 2014;

Fehr, Herz & Wilkening, 2013; Owens & Grossman, 2014). This tradeoff motivates an inquiry

into when delegation occurs and, in turn, what effects delegation markets will have. The

experiment indicates a third force at play in driving delegation decisions: Delegation reduces

self-ascribed responsibility for outcomes, motivating the delegation of selfish decisions and

not generous ones. Consistent with the benchmark results of Hamman et al. (2010), the

implication is that delegation services will be in greater demand by principals when they

promote self-interested outcomes that harm those with whom the hired delegates interact.
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Figure 1.  Optimal Decisions in Treatments DEL-SELF and DEL-GEN 

Under Treatment-Invariant Preferences 

 
U=net utility gain from selfish ($5,$1) vs. generous ($3,$3) allocation 

d = net utility benefit of delegation   
(vs. direct decision) 

0 

0 

QU+d=U 

QU+d=0 

Option Choices: 

S-DIR = direct selfish option 1 

G-DIR = direct generous option 2 

DEL = delegation option 3 

A:   S-DIRDEL-SELF,  

       S-DIRDEL-GEN 

B:  DELDEL-SELF,  

     S-DIRDEL-GEN  

E: G-DIRDEL-SELF, 

    DELDEL-GEN 

C: DELDEL-SELF,  

    DELDEL-GEN 

D: DELDEL-SELF,  

     DELDEL-GEN 

F:  G-DIRSEL-SELF, 

     G-DIRDEL-GEN 

Note:  Figure 1 depicts optimal option choices for different (U,d) preferences under each of the two 
main treatments,  assuming (U,d) preferences are treatment-invariant (contrary to Machiavelli). 
Available option decisions are direct selfish (S-DIR), direct generous (G-DIR), or delegation (DEL), and 
the treatment corresponding to each decision (DEL-SELF or DEL-GEN) is indicated in the subscript.  
Each area (A, B, C, D, E, F) defines (U,d) preferences that support the indicated option choices.  Q is 
the proportion of DIC subjects choosing option 1 in a prior (player B) session / classroom (see Table 1).  



 

Note:  Figure 2 depicts the proportions of subjects choosing each of the available options (direct selfish 
option 1, direct generous option 2, and delegation option 3) in the two main treatments, DEL-SELF 
(selfish delegation) and DEL-GEN (generous delegation).   
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Figure 2.  Experiment Results
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Table 1.  Payoff Probabilities by Option and Treatment 

Treatment→ 
 

DEL-SELF DEL-GEN DIC 

Payments→ Selfish 
($5, $1) 

Generous 
($3,$3) 

Selfish 
($5, $1) 

Generous 
($3,$3) 

Selfish 
($5, $1) 

Generous 
($3,$3) 

Player A 
Option Choice 

↓ 

Payment 
Probabilities  

↙ ↘ 

Payment 
Probabilities  

↙ ↘ 

Payment 
Probabilities  

↙ ↘ 
Direct selfish 

option 1 
Q 1-Q 1 0 Q 1-Q 

Direct generous 
option 2 

0 1 Q 1-Q 0 1 

Delegation 
option 3 

Q 1-Q Q 1-Q -- -- 

Notes: Table 1 describes the probabilities with which each allocation (selfish ($5,$1) vs. generous 
($3,$3)) is implemented under each of the decision options (direct selfish option 1, direct generous 
option 2, or delegation option 3) available in each of the treatments (DEL-SELF, DEL-GEN, and DIC). 
Option labels (1,2,3) are varied in the experiment.  Q = proportion of DIC subjects choosing the 
direct selfish option 1 in a prior (player B) session / classroom.   
   

Table 2.  Experiment Results 

Treatment → 
 
Option choice 
            ↓ 

DEL-SELF 
(Selfish delegation) 

(N=44) 

DEL-GEN 
(Generous delegation) 

(N=48) 

Difference 
(DEL-SELF – DEL-GEN) 

(z-statistic) 

    
% Direct selfish 
 

0.3864 0.4375  

% Direct generous 
            (H4) 

0.3182 0.4583 -0.1401 
(-1.368)* 

% Delegation 
           (H1) 

0.2954 0.1042 0.1912 
(2.296)** 

 
Notes:  Table 2 indicates the proportion of subjects choosing each of the three available 
options (direct selfish option 1, direct generous option 2 and delegated option 3) in each of 
the two (between subject) treatments, DEL-SELF (selfish delegation) and DEL-GEN (generous 
delegation).  Treatments implement payments as described in Table 1. The last column of 
Table 2 indicates cross-treatment differences in proportions (DEL-SELF minus DEL-GEN). 
z statistics are normalized Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon ranked sum U values.  **p<0.05 (two-tail), 
*p=0.086 (one tail).   

 
  



 

Table 3.  Regressions 

Dependent  
Variable → 

(A) Delegation / option 3 (H1) 
(1=Delegation, 0 otherwise) 

(B) Direct generous / option 2 (H4) 
(1=Direct generous option 2, 0 otherwise) 

Estimation→ OLS Probit OLS OLS Probit OLS 
 Coefficient 

(p-value) 
Marg. Effect 

(p-value) 
Coefficient 
(p-value) 

Coefficient 
(p-value) 

Marg. Effect 
(p-value) 

Coefficient 
(p-value) 

       
DEL-SELF 
Dummy 
 

0.2032 
(0.0164)** 

0.2041 
(0.0190)** 

0.1976 
(0.0216)** 

-0.1542 
(0.0657)* 

-0.1578 
(0.0657)* 

-0.1486 
(0.0730)* 

Male No No 0.0808 
(0.3327) 

No No -0.0807 
(0.4390) 

 

Notes:  N=92 in all models.  Table 3 reports coefficient estimates (in OLS linear models) and marginal 
effects (in probit models) for the DEL-SELF dummy regressor (=1 if treatment is DEL-SELF and =0 if 
treatment is DEL-GEN).  In panel (A), the dependent variable is the delegation (option 3) choice dummy 
(=1 if delegation option 3 chosen by the dictator, =0 otherwise).  In panel (B), the dependent variable is 
the direct generous (option 2) choice dummy (=1 if direct generous option 2 chosen by the dictator, =0 
otherwise).  All models include course effects.  Robust p-values in parentheses, two-sided in panel A, one-
sided on DEL-SELF in panel B.  Probit marginal effects at means.  **p<0.05 (two-tail), *p<0.10 (one tail). 



Appendix 1.  Sample Instructions for “Machiavelli Preferences Without Blame” 
 
Sample Instructions for DEL-SELF Experiment  
 
In this experiment, you (player A) are matched with another student in a different classroom (player C).  
Each of you obtains a base payment of $3 for this experiment.  Based on a decision that you make, this 
initial set of payments can be changed in the following way:   
 

Payment Change:  You can earn $2 more, with player C earning $2 less, for total payments of 
$5 to YOU and $1 to PLAYER C.    

 
You will also be matched with two other students, players B and D, who are in a similar situation as you and 
player C, but in different economics classrooms.  Both players B and D also get a base payment of $3 each, and 
player B decides whether to make the Payment Change, so that B earns $2 more (total of $5) and D earn $2 less 
(total of $1).   
 
For your matched Player B’s classroom, we will calculate the percentage of all “player B’s” who choose 
to make the Payment Change (vs. not).  We will call this percentage Q.  For example, if half of the player 
B’s choose to make the Payment Change, and half do not, then Q will be 50 percent.    
 
YOU have three options:   
 

Option 1:  YOU choose to MAKE the Payment Change directly ($2 more for you and $2 less for 
player C). 

In this case, the Payment Change will be implemented for you and player C with probability Q. 
 

Option 2:  DO NOT make the Payment Change (so that you and C each obtain the initial $3). 
In this case, your choice – NO PAYMENT CHANGE – will be implemented with 100 percent 
probability. 

 
Option 3:  Implement PLAYER B’s decision.   

In this case, if your matched player B chooses to make the Payment Change for himself/herself and 
his/her player D, then the Payment Change will be made for you and player C as well.  Likewise, if 
your player B chooses not to make the change, then the Payment Change will NOT be implemented 
for you and player C. 

 
You know what the Options are, but your player C DOES NOT.  Player C only knows that someone 
else will make a choice that determines payments to both of you.  Your decision does not affect 
Players B and D in any way. 

 
YOUR DECISION:   I choose ***PLEASE CIRCLE ONE*** 

 
         Option 1        Option 2     Option 3 
(MAKE the Payment             (Do NOT make  (Implement PLAYER B’s 
   Change directly)         the Payment Change)               decision) 
 
 

Variations in Option Order:  A variation on the above instructions switches the order of Options 1 and 3 
(with Option 1 becoming the delegation option and Option 3 becoming the Payment Change option). 



Sample Instructions for DEL-GEN Experiment:  The same as for DEL-SELF, except the menu of 
options is: 

Option 1:  YOU choose to MAKE the Payment Change directly ($2 more for you and $2 less for 
player C). 

In this case, the Payment Change will be implemented for you and player C with 100% probability. 
 
Option 2:  YOU choose NOT TO MAKE the Payment Change (so that you and C each obtain $3). 

In this case, your choice – NO PAYMENT CHANGE – will be implemented with probability 1-Q.  
The Payment Change will be made for you and player C with probability Q. 

 
Option 3:  Implement PLAYER B’s decision.   

In this case, if your matched player B chooses to make the Payment Change for himself/herself 
and his/her player D, then the Payment Change will be made for you and player C as well.  
Likewise, if your player B chooses not to make the change, then the Payment Change will NOT 
be implemented for you and player C. 

 
Sample Instructions for Parallel Dictator Game (DIC) 
 
In this experiment, you (player A) will be matched with another student in a different classroom (player C).  
Each of you obtains a base payment of $3 for this experiment.  Based on a decision that you make, this 
initial set of payments can be changed in the following way:   
 

Payment Change:  You can earn $2 more, with player C earning $2 less, for total payments of 
$5 to YOU and $1 to PLAYER C.    

 
For another session of this experiment (in another economics classroom), we will calculate the percentage 
of all “A players” who choose to make the Payment Change (vs. not).  We will call this percentage Q.  For 
example, if half of player A’s choose to make the Payment Change, and half do not, then Q will be 50 
percent.    
 
YOU have two options:   
 

Option 1:  MAKE the PAYMENT CHANGE ($2 more for you and $2 less for player C). 
In this case, the Payment Change will be implemented for you and player C with probability Q. 
 

Option 2:  DO NOT make the Payment Change (so that you and C each obtain the initial $3). 
In this case, your choice – NO PAYMENT CHANGE – will be implemented with 100 percent 
probability. 

 
You know what the Options are, but your player C DOES NOT.  Player C only knows that someone 
else will make a choice that determines payments to both of you. 

 
YOUR DECISION:   I choose ***PLEASE CIRCLE ONE*** 
 

           Option 1           Option 2  
  (MAKE the Payment                     (Do NOT make   

            Change)            the Payment Change)  
 



Instructions for Receivers 
 

You make no decision in this experiment.  You have been matched with another student in a 
different classroom.  Payments to you and your matched student, for this experiment, are 
determined based upon a decision made by your matched student. 

 



Appendix 2. Derivation of H4

In this Appendix, we derive the H4 implication of context / treatment invariant preferences

described in the text.

Let us assume (contrary to Machiavelli) that delegation preferences are invariant to con-

text (DEL-SELF vs. DEL-GEN), with U = net utility (benefit) of a selfish vs. generous

allocation (on support [u, u], u < 0 < u), d = (context invariant) utility benefit of delegation

(on support [d, d], d < 0 < d), and Q = assessed probability of a selfish choice by player B

(on support [0,1]).

Note that d can include any Hamman, Loewenstein & Weber (2010) preference attenua-

tion effect (Result 1, Section 2). There are two ways one might think of attenuation effects

here: (1) if delegating reduces guilt from allowing/choosing a selfish allocation, then d incor-

porates this effect (promoting a higher d that may or may not completely offset a preference

for direct decisions) but d will not vary with Q, or (2) if delegating specifically elevates the

utility advantage of the selfish (vs. generous) allocation, then d rises with Q because the

attenuation benefit is only obtained when the selfish allocation is actually implemented. To

illustrate the second interpretation, suppose a represents the increased utility benefit of the

selfish (vs. generous) allocation under a delegated (vs. direct) decision, then d includes

both the attenuation-free preference for delegation (say, d∗) and the expected attenuation

benefit of delegation (Qa), i.e., d = d∗ + Qa. With this interpretation of attenuation, we

assume that the distribution of Q beliefs about player B are treatment-invariant as instruc-

tions describing B’s decision are identical across treatments. In either case, context-invariant

preferences imply that the distribution of d does not depend upon the treatment, DEL-SELF

vs. DEL-GEN.

The model described here follows from Von-Neumann-Morgenstern preferences on prim-
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itive utility U∗(A, δ) where A ∈ {S,G} indicates the selfish (S) vs. generous (G) payoff

allocation and δ ∈ {0, 1} indicates a delegated (δ = 1) or direct (δ = 0) decision. Al-

lowing for Hamman et al. (2010) attenuation effects (a = increased benefit of selfish al-

location under delegation), context invariant preferences imply U∗(G, 1) − U∗(G, 0) = d∗,

U∗(S, 1) − U∗(S, 0) = d∗ + a, and d = d∗ + Qa. Normalizing U∗(G, 0) = 0, we can define

U = U∗(S, 0) and the correspondence between options and utilities is as follows.

Assuming context-invariant preferences (H4), subjects obtain respective net utilities

QU/0/QU + d under options 1/2/3 in the DEL-SELF treatment; the set of subjects directly

choosing the “NO change” option 2 is therefore φNC−DEL−SELF = {U, d,Q|QU + d < 0 and

U < 0}. In DEL-GEN, subjects obtain U/QU/QU + d under options 1/2/3, and the set

choosing “NO change” is φNC−DEL−GEN = {U, d|d < 0 and U < 0}.

Figure 1 depicts choices in the two (DEL-SELF and DEL-GEN) treatments for alternate

(U, d) preferences. Figure 1 is drawn conditional on the Q belief and probabilities of choices in

the experiment (as described in H4) integrate over the belief distribution. In the DEL-SELF

treatment, (U, d) preferences within area (E + F ) = φNC−DEL−SELF produce a direct “NO

change” (NC option 2) decision. For the DEL-GEN treatment, the corresponding area is

only F = φNC−DEL−GEN . Because the probability of area E is non-negative, the probability

of the “NO change”/option 2 decision is no larger in DEL-GEN than in DEL-SELF so long as

preferences are context-invariant (so that areas E and F are the same in the two treatments).

H4 follows directly.

Intuitively, area E captures the benefit of a generous (NC) decision in DEL-SELF for

those who prefer both the generous allocation (U < 0) and delegation (d > 0). Under

treatment DEL-GEN, where the NC decision is implemented with probability 1 − Q under

either a delegated or direct generous choice, only those who prefer generous (U < 0) and
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direct decisions (d < 0) – those in area F – will opt for the NC option 2.

Only if the distribution of (U, d) preferences is treatment dependent can DEL-SELF pro-

duce a lower probability of a “NO change” choice. Under Machiavelli logic, the distribution

of d preferences is shifted downward / leftward under DEL-GEN (generous delegation) vs.

DEL-SELF (selfish delegation); area F becomes larger under DEL-GEN. Machiavelli logic

thus permits a higher probability of “NO change” (contrary to H4), but notably does not

imply a higher probability (with E ≥ 0). In this sense, a rejection of H4 provides evidence

for a strong Machiavelli preference effect.
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Appendix 3: Test Statistic for Proportions Delegating

Let pk = mean of Bernoulli distribution k, qk = sample mean from k, and k = sd index

the sample s (s ∈ {S,G,D}, S = DEL-SELF, G = DEL-GEN, and D = DIC) and choice

of option d (d ∈ {1, 2, 3}), with ns = number of observations for sample s. Each Bernoulli

observation takes a value of one if the decision is d, and zero if not.

The null hypotheses for H2 and H3, respectively, are as follows:

H2: The population proportion of selfish-preferring subjects who delegate in DEL-SELF,

[pS3/(pS3)+pS1)] equals the proportion of generous-preferring subjects who delegate in DEL-

GEN, [pG3/(pG3) + pG2)]. Rewriting this null: [pS3pG2]− [pS1pG3] = 0.

H3: The population proportion of otherwise-generous who delegate, (pD2− pS2)/pD2, equals

the proportion of otherwise-selfish who delegate, (pD1 − pS1)/pD1. Rewriting this null:

[pD2pS1]− [pD1pS2] = 0.

The following null and alternative hypotheses encompass both H2 and H3. Let s ∈ {k, l},

d ∈ {v, w.z}, k 6= l, v 6= w, and v 6= z.

H0 : G∗ = (pkvplw)− (pkzplv) = 0; H1 : (pkvplw)− (pkzplv) > 0

where, for H2, k = S, l = G, v = 3, w = 2, and z = 1; and for H3, k = D, l = S, v = 2, and

w = z = 1.

Let G = (qkvqlw)− (qkzqlv) = estimated G∗. By independence of observations in the two

samples, E(G) = G∗. In addition, the variance for G can be written as follows:

V (G) = V (qkvqlw) + V (qkzqlv)− 2C,
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where (1) from the Appendix in Gawn & Innes (2019b),

V (qcqd) = pcpd{1 + (nc − 1)pc + (nd − 1)pd − (nc + nd − 1)pcpd}/(ncnd)

for (c, d) ∈ {(kv, lw), (kz, lv)}; (2)

C = E{(qkvqlw − pkvplw)(qkzqlv − pkzplv)}

= E{qkvqkz}E{qlwqlv} − (pkvpkzplwplv)

= −[nk + nl − 1][pkvpkzplwplv]/[nknl].

and (3) the last equalities use independence and

E[qsvqsy] = E{[
∑
i

xvi

∑
j

xyj]}/n2
s = E{[

∑
i

xvixyi[+[
∑
i

∑
j 6=i

xvixyj]}/n2
s = [ns−1][psvpsy]/ns

for y ∈ {w, z}, where xdi and xdj are (Bernouli) observations from sample s for choice of

option d, xdixei = 0 for e 6= d, and xdi and xej are independent for j 6= i.

Let W (G) denote the estimated value for V (G), obtained by substituting estimated values

(qsd) for true values (psd) in the variance relation above. By the above properties, the Central

Limit Theorem and the Law of Large Numbers, the following statistic is approximately

distributed as a standard normal under the null:

t0 = G/{[W (G)]1/2} a∼ N(0, 1) under H0
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